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At-a-Glance

Message from the Co-Chairs:
Leaders can no longer cruise along without actionable
insights into how people think, feel, and what actions they'll
likely take in the future. Doing so is arguable irresponsible,
both for the organization as well as employees themselves.
When such data-based insights are available, leaders can
make more informed decisions on how talent is attracted,
developed, compensated, communicated with, etc. In turn,
leaders can design unique experiences that help form the
desired culture. Leaders can also delve into the essence of
the work itself. This can then inform how work can best get
done: by employees, outsource providers, software, robots,
etc. Data-based insights are essential, however.
The People Analytics & Future of Work Conference has
emerged as arguably the preeminent event for the global
people analytics community. Professionals from all over the
world -- Japan, China, Germany, the UK, Australia to name a
few -- converge on the hub of technology innovation, the San
Francisco Bay Area, to connect, re-connect, learn, and
explore with some of the world's most influential
practitioners, thought-leaders, academics, and vendors. It's
truly a one-of-a-kind experience. It's created by leaders and
practitioners for leaders and practitioners, and the uniquely
valuable format is evidence of this.
This coming conference will again feature keynotes, the
vendor showcase, as well as short talks and panels. Added
will be the facilitated opportunity to connect with people in
like industries as well as with those interested in similar topic
areas. In the end, each participant is sure to walk away with
great ideas, valuable new connections (or deeper
established ones), as well as be inspired to take appropriate
action once back at work.

#PAFOW Delivers
150+ Attendees: HR, people operations &
analytics leaders from around the world
Unrivaled Content: Actionable ideas, case
studies, & strategic insights
Real People, Real Experience: Practitioner
led presentations with 100% authenticity
Arrive Prepared Leave Enabled: Specific
pre- and post-event resources

What Else To Expect
PAFOW Event Book: Event recordings
(when allowed), analysis, and templates in
digital event book
Industry Connections: Meet peers with
common challenges and opportunities
Meet the Presenters: Q&A with keynote
presenters and panel members
PeopleTech: Vendor showcase with rapid fire
analysis and discovery of industry tools

We, of course, hope to see you there! To makin’ great
things happen!

Al Adamsen
PAFOW17 Chair

David Green

PAFOW17 Co-Chair

www.PAFOW.com
510-984-3026

Thursday, February 2nd
Opening Address:
8:30 am

The Current & Future States of People Analytics
Building for the future: Why People Analytics matters now

9:30 am

People Analytics & Employee Experience Design

Using data and experience design principles to drive people operations

10:30 am

Conscious Capitalism & the Importance of Diversity, Inclusion, & Belonging

11:30 am

People Analytics Vendor Showcase 1

Noon

Lunch and Networking at Industry-Specific Tables

1:00 pm

Using People Insights to Benefit Employees, Managers, & Organizational Culture

2:00 pm

Breakout Groups According to Interest Area

3:00 pm

3:30 pm

4:30 pm
5:00 pm

The role People Analytics in driving both business outcomes & great employee experiences
Technology innovations from those creating the next generation of people analytics capability

The purpose of People Analytics, who needs to be involved, what measures & analytics... all for the sake of what?
Connect, share, and learn from colleagues with interests and challenges similar to your own

Using People Insights to Drive Business Outcomes

How new measures and predictive or prescriptive analytics can help reduce risk and drive the economics of a business

The Technological Evolution of People Analytics

From data platforms to dashboards to machine learning and artificial intelligence: What's real? What's valuable?

People Analytics Vendor Showcase 2
Technology innovations from those creating the next generation of people analytics capability

Cocktail Reception and Networking

Friday, February 3rd
Opening Address:
8:30 am

9:20am

10:10 am

10:50 pm

11:30 pm

People Analytics: An Executive Perspective on Its Value and Risks

Why devote resources to People Analytics? What are the expectations? What actions are being taken?

Organizational Network Analysis: Elevating Energy and Innovation

Can energy, ideas, and information flow be measured and analyzed? If so, what's the benefit? Let's explore.

Talent Market Analytics: From Predicting, Finding, Assessing & Selecting

It's not only about internal data. People Analytics can/should involve understanding external talent markets.

Creating People Analytics Capability Beyond the CoE: Enabling Positive, Planned Change

Creating a Community of Practice to augment a Center of Expertise. How to build capability inside and outside of HR.

People Analytics Vendor Showcase 3

Technology innovations from those creating the next generation of people analytics capability

12:00 pm

Lunch and Networking at Region-Specific Tables, including a short Region-Specific Breakout

1:30 pm

Advanced Analytical Techniques to Take People Analytics to the Next Level of Impact

2:30 pm

People Analytics 2020 & Beyond: Bringing Executive, HRBP's, and Others into the Process

3:30 pm

Closing Plenary Session: Fast Reflections, Key Take Aways, & What’s Next

4:00 pm

Adjourn

From predictive to prescriptive, to ONA to SEM, what's the best analytical technique to solve your business question?
Moving from trudging to sprinting -- What it takes to be great at People Analytics & Talent Strategy Formulation
We'll be closing with energy, ideas, and actions as we quickly reflect on the two days and share what's next!

www.PAFOW.com
510-984-3026

Agenda – Thursday, February 2nd

Continued…

The Current and Future States of People Analytics

Machine Learning & AI for People Analytics

Building for the future: Why People Analytics matters
now
Explore how best to formulate and execute a people
analytics function
Link talent strategies to economics of the business as
well as how creates and sustains competitive
advantage
Investigate evolving techniques to align business and
talent strategy and, in turn, strategy execution
Consider systems and processes that drive fact-based
decision making for talent planning and deployment






People Analytics & Employee Experience Design
Using data and experience design principles to drive
people operations





Strategic and actionable insights and decisions
generated by advanced analytics
Evolve workforce analytics beyond a tactical
information provider role to a role for driving decision
making through foresight
Bridge the relevancy gap, reduce inefficiency, increase
effectiveness within the Analytics function
Ensure analytics will play the key role of a strategic
advisor driving key decisions in future

Analytics in Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging
How analytics will influence culture, collaboration,
diversity and inclusion





Strategic and actionable insights and decisions
generated by advanced analytics
Evolve diversity, inclusion and belonging through
analytics
Bridge the relevancy gap, improve diversity, increase
inclusion and belonging
Ensure analytics will play the key role in diversity and
inclusion

New Measures for Performance & Analytics
An action-based approach to discovering, exploring,
mapping and creating people analytics





Develop measures and analytics that allow your
organization to harness Big Data
Understand the requirements of effective measures for
Big Data analytics
Develop data organization methodologies that allow
quick adaptation to changing business demands
Align business objectives with Big Data capabilities to
ensure successful analytics enablement and
deployment

Building machine learning and artificial intelligence in people
analytics





Emerging trends in machine learning for navigating the
deluge of people data
Learn to express and execute machine learning
algorithms to gain insight
Use machine learning to detect fraud, analyze
organizational networks and talent related data
Best practices in data cleaning, predictive model building
and insight delivery

Creating Great Insights with Few Resources
Leverage people, process and technology to maximize
resources






Optimize data assets to gain a competitive talent
advantage
Effective analysis that allows senior management to
make more informed decisions
Decision support aligned to business needs and
objectives
Utilize analytics to better determine ROI of talent
decisions
Establish predictive capabilities through analytics for
better forecasting

The People Analytics Agenda for 2017
Building for the future: Why people analytics matters
now





Utilize people analytics in the most effective and
efficient manner for driving growth
Develop an effective vision and roadmap for optimizing
people analytics in 2017
Create a framework that aligns people analytics with
organizational needs and opportunities
Organize team members to ensure efficiency with
current and future HR needs

Agenda – Friday, February 3rd

Continued…

Why We Do People Analytics

The Maturing Science of People Analytics

An action-based approach to discovering, exploring,
mapping and creating the future

Using science and data to drive people decisions





Organizational Network Analysis: Elevating Energy
and Innovation
How people analytics and insights can be packaged
and communicated to inspire meaningful, lasting
change






Conscious Capitalism: The Role of People Analytics
Developing a vision for the employee experience,
conscious capitalism and people analytics


Embrace workforce insights through network analysis to
improve employee performance
Harness innovation through organization network
analysis and social engagement
Create a work environment that enables social
engagement and connected employees
Organize team members to ensure efficiency with
current and future HR needs






Best practices for HR data scientists to evaluate and
present information
Incorporate processes to ensure effective use of data
assets
Integrate analyst activities to drive improvements and
best practices
Gain insight across the organization by aligning
resources and improving information flow
Drive business excellence through collaboration and
analysis



Utilize strategic foresight for workforce planning and
analytics
Develop an effective t system that maximizes the value
of strategic foresight
Create a framework that aligns strategic foresight with
workforce planning
Organize team members to ensure efficiency with
current and future HR needs







Link people analytics to conscious capitalism to gain
competitive workforce advantage
Implement evolving techniques to align business and
talent strategy to creating a better employee driven
business
Consider alternative strategies that focus on conscious
based practices of doing business

Key Take Aways & What’s Next
Talent Market Analytics: From Predicting, Finding,
Assessing & Selecting
Building a best-in-class talent analytics function
leveraging the most robust talent dataset in the world





Supporting data-driven talent strategy and evidencebased decision-making with analytics
Optimizing talent management and headcount
planning through predictive modeling and advanced
analytics
Improving operational reporting by implementing
infrastructure & process to provide insights to HR clients
and business leaders
Consider systems and processes that drive fact-based
decision making for talent planning and deployment

For information on registering, presenting or sponsoring People
Analytics & Future of Work 2017, please visit:

www.PAFOW.com
510-984-3026

The Future of Work: How data & insights will influence
culture, collaboration and innovation






Explore how best to formulate, measure, and manage
people analytics over time
Link changing dynamics of future of work to economics
of the business as well as how creates and sustains
competitive advantage
Investigate evolving techniques to align business and
people strategy and, in turn, strategy execution
Consider systems and processes that adapt to future of
work challenges

2016 Attendees
2016 marked the 3rd year of the
People Analytics & Future of Work
Event. In the calendar year, nearly
400 attendees participated in the
event at three separate locations
nationally. The event hosts a breadth
of industry and product demographics
and in return, crafts a speaker faculty
with an equally diverse background.

To 15
Industries Represented
Bio Tech
Financial Services
Industrial Technology
Financial Services/ Fin Tech
Healthcare/Health Tech
Higher Education
IT & Information Services
Insurance
Medical Devices
Publishing
Software & SaaS
Telecommunication
IoT
High Tech (other)
Digital

Attendees find the most value in the
learning and sharing of best practices
at People Analytics & Future of Work.
However, other value-adds include
networking with a national group of
like-minded professionals, exposure to
new
technologies,
business
development
and
recruitment
opportunities.

Most Common Functional Rolls
People Analytics
Human Resources
Talent Management & Analytics
Employee Experience
Workforce Planning & Analytics
Data Scientist
Analytics Consultant

www.PAFOW.com
510-984-3026

Networking
Not only do attendees come to learn
innovative skills and best practices in human
resources, people analytics and the employee
experience, they also come to meet with peers
from different industries across the nation.
Keeping this in mind, attendees are given a
chance to network with colleagues from an
array of backgrounds and disciplines.
Network with colleagues and thought leaders
from a breadth of industries and functional
disciplines
This event includes a number of valuable
networking opportunities over the course of two
days, including multiple networking breaks and
a cocktail reception. People Analytics & Future
of Work Event has hosted thousands of
innovative professions since its inception in 2013.

Join the
People Analytics & Future of Work
LinkedIn Group

Organizations that attended previous events
include:
Aflac ● Agilent Technologies ● Allis Information Management Inc.
Allstat ● Almac Grou ● Amadeu ● AmbryGe ● American Airlines
American Family Insuranc ● American Heart Assocation ● AmesburyTruth
Amway ● Applegate ● APQC ● Aqua-Aerobic Systems, Inc.
Arthrex California Technology ● ASA Electronics, LLC ● ASSA ABLOY
Autotrader ● Barrette Outdoor Living ● Bentley Systems
Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. ● Birst ● Blue Cross of Idaho ● Blue Ox
Blue Shield of CA ● Bostik ● BriskHeat Corp. ● Buckman
Careerbuilder.com ● Cars.com ● CBST ● CDW ● Cincom ● Citi
City National Bank ● Clearslide ● Code ● Comcast
Consumer-Perspective LLC ● CreativeOne ● Cree
Crown Equipment Corporation ● Cummins ● Dart Container ● Deloitte
Disney ● DTS, Inc ● Durvet ● EA ● Earth Friendly Products
Edgewell ● EFG Companies ● Elevations Credit Union ● Emmi Solutions
Enersys ● Entellus Medical ● Ernst Young ● Experian ● ExxonMobil
FedEx Services ● FEI ● First American ● Flex ● Flextronica
Florida Hospital ● Flotek ● GE ● Generac Power Systems
HAI Group ● Har-Tru ● HealthcareSource ● Heraeus Precious Metals
Hexaware ● Hilton ● HP Enterprise ● Huge ● Humana ● Idex Corp
ILSCO Corporation ● IMS Health ● Inovonics ● InPro Corporation
International Paper ● Intralox, LLC ● ITA Group ● IDF ● John Deere
Johnson Controls ● Justice AV Solutions ● Kalmar USA ● Key Bank
Killerspin ● Knowles ● Landis+Gyr ● Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.
Luxottica ● Lytx Inc. ● Magna Seating Systems ● Magnetek
Marlin Business Services ● Mayo Clinic ● Medtronic ● Megadyne
MHI Global ● Microsoft ● Midmark ● Milestone AV Technologies
Moen ● Monsanto ● Natus ● NBI ● Nielsen Catalina Systems
Nordco ● Openmarket ● Owens Corning ● Paycor ● Paylocity
Peet's Coffee ● Pentair ● Persistent Systems ● PhishMe ● Placon
Planalytics ● Point Click Care ● PolyOne ● Praeses ● ProfitStars
Progrexion ● Pyromation ● Radius ● RIX Industries ● RLI
Rockline Industries ● Royal Bank of Canada ● S & C Electric
Sallie Mae ● Scholastic ● Scotsman ● Simplot ● Smith & Nephew
SP Scienceware ● Spectrum Brands ● Spraying Systems
State Bar of Wisconsin ● Steris Corporation ● Stryker ● Sun Life Financial
Sutherland Global Services ● Swimways ● Sykes Enterprises, Inc.
Tableau Software ● TD Ameritrade ● TechSoup ● Teva Pharmaceuticals
The Hardford ● The Hartford ● The Jackson Laboratory ● ToolingU-SME
Transaction Network Services ● Transcend Insights ● Tronox ● TrueBlue
Unify Inc. ● Union Bank ● Uponor ● US Bank ● US Cellular ● USAA
VELUX Skylights ● Veritas ● Verity Credit Union ● Verizon Wireless
Voith Turbo, Inc. ● Vonage ● Vormetric ● Voya Financial ● Wabash
Watkins Manufacturing ● Watts Water ● Webroot ● Wells Fargo
West Pharmaceutical Services, Inc. ● Wiley ● Wolters Kluwer ● Yazaki
And many more…
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